
MFLNRO - Road Reforestation Project  
Kickoff Meeting Notes – January 22, 2018  (Mike Morellato) 

Staff present SNRC:  MM, RC, AF, JH, ZR and John Kendall (Zanzibar) 
Staff present Ministry: Tonianne Mynen and Aaron Smeethe 

 Aaron from Ministry deals with Van Island, Tonianne works mainly Sea-to-Sky, Chilliwack 
and South Coast, they are combining efforts for this one. 

 Tonianne can provide data for other initiatives in region and connect us with key 
contacts as necessary (e.g. Carbon modellers) 

 John K has spoke with Karen, Mike Madill and others to discuss baseline data, need to 
follow up there 

 Time horizon to 2050 when it comes to modelling 
 Confirmation of baseline necessary – zero carbon (fully exposed roads) or roads with 

growth already?  Net carbon benefit obviously affected by baseline details here.  Discuss 
with John and Ministry 

 Assumptions for GIS modelling, carbon modelling and economic considerations should 
be vetted by Ministry to keep communication lines open. It’s up to us and they do not 
have a preferred approach to stick to, but no surprises here is key. 

 Look at orphaned spur roads where gullies and topography lead to low potential when 
consideration rehab and reforestation (for example), rather than areas where there is 
still a lot of harvestable timber  

 Consider timber opportunities farther up valley during all road analysis 
 Report will be passed on from Vanderhoof that is similar in scope minus the focus on 

interior (species, env, topography obviously different) but review their approach 
 Age of surrounding timber and species composition will factor into the 

economics/carbon scenario 
 When looking at scenarios, timing for harvest in the focal area will factor in for access 
 Not worth diving into any data acquisition with licensees, need to have consistent data 

across all districts 
 Focus on TSAs 
 Factor in branch roads, road density and similar factors when considering impact to 

fisheries, crossings, and those values 
 Narrowing scope with carbon cost/ha and enviro cost is important consideration 
 Follow up to discuss more details on the carbon modelling side, Tonianne does not have 

specs or standards at this time 
 

 


